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OP ED
Remembrance of Charles Schulz
By Mark Morelli, Falls News-Press
Just two weeks ago, my six-year-old daughter Olivia and I were reading from an old
Peanuts cartoon book. It went like this: "You know what my best quality is?" Lucy asked.
"What's quality mean?" Olivia asked me.
"It's a characteristic. Like, what's the best thing you like about me?"
"I like how you take me to the library," she said.
"That's my good quality. Now, tell me a bad quality."
"That's easy," my daughter said. "When you play that annoying song."
She was referring to an old song, recorded way before both of our times, Mike Douglas
singing the most saccharine of sentimental numbers, "The Men in My Little Girl's Life."
It's so syrupy she hates it.
"You know it makes me so mad that I cry," she said. "And you still play it."
Then she got furious.
"Don't you know you're not supposed to make little girls cry!"
I felt like Schroeder sitting at the piano, getting hollered at by Lucy. That's one of Olivia's
best qualities. She shares it with most first-graders. Extreme passion. This is the same
little girl who grew sadly solemn one early morning listening to a Mozart flute concerto
CD.
"What's wrong?" I asked.
"The music is making me teary-eyed," she replied.
Reminding us that children are deeper than we think was Charles Schulz's best quality. In
the strip that Olivia and I read, Lucy asked: "You know what my best quality is?" Lucy
answered herself. "I think I'm nice to be around." She paused and added, "I'd hate it if I
weren't around."
Well, I'm sure we'll get by, but for awhile I am going to hate it not having Charles Schulz
around.
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OP-ED
People Keep the Spirit of Benito's Alive
By Mark Morelli, Akron Beacon Journal
Benito's, the century-old (and then some) Cuyahoga Falls blues and jazz club, won't see
the light of June. By then, it will have been flattened to make room for an office building.
That's sad. Stepping into that ruddy two-story joint in the shadow of state Route 8 made
you part of a magical throwback to neighborhood saloons where the piano, not the
jukebox, reigned.
Debbie Roth, whose late husband Bill led the regular Wednesday night Mostly Blues
Band, contributed something very comforting to the liner notes of a jazz CD recently
recorded there. "Benito's isn't a place, it's the people." A spirit of conviviality will not be
crushed. Only a mere building.
We met friends there religiously. A few weeks ago, they canceled. They were sullen that
day, preoccupied with how to tell their two small kids that their parish priest was in a sex
scandal. How weird is this world? Women repeatedly told me they felt especially safe at
Benito's. You simply couldn't use "meat market" and "Ira Gershwin" in the same
sentence.
Benito's was like church to many of us. Both celebrate life through traditional song,
friendship and community. (Plus, I didn't go to Benito's every week either!)
Benito's will find a new home, and the good people will follow. Likewise, it will take a
lot to make Catholics reject their faith. Priest and sociologist Andrew Greeley explained
why Catholics stick to it: "They like their heritage, their communalism, their sacraments,
their sense of God's presence in the world, their stories, their images, their rain forest of
metaphors. They should give that up because their clergy fail to be what they should be
and because some of their leaders are idiots?"
In the vein of "all politics is local," the church's success has always been in the hands,
hearts and homilies of the foot soldier priests who will, week by week, slowly reclaim the
trust. In the din of cries from wounded children, outraged parishioners and backpedaling
bishops, there's another voice, the same one heard by Francis of Assisi: "Rebuild my
church, for as you can see, it is falling into ruin!"
We will reconvene. For on jazzy Saturday nights as well as solemn Sunday mornings, it
isn't the building; it's the people.
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ESSAYS
Give a Little Whistle
by Mark Morelli, Friction Magazine, 2003
I knew just enough about jazz to laugh in smarty-pants derision when, in 1992, MTV
journalist Tabitha Soren said “Who’s the loneliest monk?” after Bill Clinton told her that
his favorite musician was Thelonius Monk.
I was haughtier than I oughta be. I didn’t, for instance, know Monk played piano, let
alone play it like no other with splayed finger pecking. I knew that Cannonball Adderly
was not one of Gorgeous George’s wrestling opponents, but was he a jazz guy or blues
guy?
Name recognition is not music appreciation.
My friends thought that Bird played for the Celtics. I knew Bird played a frantic tenor
saxophone. Everyone said Charlie Parker was a genius, which I bought, but couldn’t say
why.
I recently shored up what little I knew by watching every second of Jazz, Ken Burns’
documentary series on PBS. It gave me a linear history of the names and their eras, what
led to what, who passed torches to whom. I had always recognized the big names and had
the good sense over the years to go see the likes of Winton Marsalis and Dave Brubeck
perform when they were in town. But the jazz documentary helped take my understanding
to the next step and I am now, courtesy of the extensive CD collection at the Akron
Public Library, exploring a deep and great cross section of this canon on my own.
And paying it forward.
I showed my seven-year-old daughter Olivia the Benny Goodman portion of the
documentary and she loved the fantastic footage and crazy cats jitterbugging in zoot suits.
Then we read Jonah Winter’s fantastic new children’s book about Benny Goodman called
Once Upon A Time in Chicago. Olivia’s storybook concept of royalty now includes a
bespectacled King of Swing, and we snapped our fingers to his jumping hits like “Flying
Home” and “Clarinet A La King.”
Later, we watched the portion of the Burns’ film examining Miles Davis.
“He plays smooth, cool jazz trumpet,” I said.
The next day, I put on the Kind of Blue. I tested my daughter.
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“Who is this?”
“Miles Davis,” she said.
“What makes you say that?”
“It’s quiet and simple. Not fancy like Benny Goodman.”
Bring on Britney Spears.
In Burns' film, Winton Marsalis pointed out that jazz couldn’t be effectively recorded by
overdubbing. The communicative nature of jazz requires musicians to respond to each
other musically on the spot. It is the perfect model for the family dinner. Each one
digging what the other has to say, nodding in affirmation. Each one getting his turn.
(Look at the face of someone listening to jazz. That person is eavesdropping.)
It is a live, in-the-moment form of music, never played the same way twice, lasting as
long as it hangs in the air and remains in the memory. The life span of an improvisational
riff makes the Monarch butterfly seem like Methuselah. Enjoy it, as the philosopher
Salvatore Cucchiara says, “and you both shall thrive in the shining now.”
That reminds me of my Wright State University literature professor, James Hughes, who
once gave me permission to simply love beautiful things. In a Herman Melville seminar,
Hughes opened his copy of Moby Dick and read an ornate passage. I wish I could
remember which. We English majors, wide-eyed and pale as 60s pop art waifs, hungrily
awaited our professor’s instruction on what notes to write and why this particular passage
gurgled with literary importance.
Hughes gently shut the book and smiled.
“Isn’t that just wonderful?” he said, leading his factory-farmed sheep to open grazing.
We’ve all heard that classical music strengthens children’s intellect, improves their math
abilities. These are fine things, but peripheral benefits to the richest dividend: Music
waters the soul.
One early morning before school, my five-year-old daughter sat on the couch, slowly
waking for the day. Softy in the background a CD of Mozart flute concertos played.
“Dad,” she said drowsily, “this is making me teary-eyed. It is so beautiful.”
That she found it so beautiful moved me too, and she belatedly returned the favor two
years later.
We sat idly in the car waiting for a train. I could not hear above the din, in the rear-view
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mirror I could see my daughter moving her lips in song. The caboose whizzed by and in
the quiet aftermath I listened to her sing “Agnus Dei, (Lamb of God)” Nicolaus Decius’
16th-century Latin hymn.
“That is beautiful,” I told her, unaware that she’d even learned it in school. “Would you
sing it again?”
In a moment devoid of the self-consciousness that seeps into our media-savvy children
like poison, that makes them roll their eyes or mug goofily or shake their booties when all
eyes are on them, she sang it again with her eyes closed.
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ESSAYS
My Father's Sons
By Mark Morelli, Northern Ohio Live, 1995
I grew up in a small town, but I moved away. My eldest brother stayed. He is a pillar of
the community. I always had wanderlust. He never did, or at least never succumbed to it.
I've had nearly twenty addresses. I can easily remember only the one I have now and the
one where I grew up, where my parents still live. I've watched seals flop around in the icy,
salty Piscataqua River that separates Maine from New Hampshire. I've watched the sun
rise over the East River from a rooftop on the Lower East Side of Manhattan. I've sold
fireworks and gotten a boss tan from the back of a truck in Fort Lauderdale. I've
strummed guitar and yodeled into great hillsides along Route 17 at the bottom of New
York state, caring not a whit that it was 3am and my alternator was dead.
My brother, on the other hand, lives two blocks from our parents' home and his children
are blessed with grandparents they know intimately. He is active in our hometown parish
has been the Water Board Commissioner for ten years. Diligently, he has spearheaded
the necessary changes to bring the community's water system up to standard while the
systems in neighboring towns remain antiquated and costly to operate. He plays cards
with friends he has known since kindergarten.
When I'm in town, we take long walks together. People nod and give him a nonchalant
hello. To me, they react with surprise. I'm a visitor now, not a resident. I am, so to speak,
news. Of course, the out-of-towner no longer brings in tales from the outside. What I
bring is not information; instead, I am the embodiment of perspective. I've been away.
"Hey, where have you been?" they ask. "Where are you living now? Damn, it's good to
see you, don't be a stranger."
I treasure their friendliness, but honestly, I don't deserve it heaped so high. If anyone does,
it's my brother. What have I done to shape their lives? It is he who has done nothing less
than ensure their children safe drinking water. Hail not the conquering hero, but the one
who stayed.
The allure lies in what's just over the horizon. In Winesburg, Ohio, George Willard, the
young man who writes the town's newspaper, burns with desire to see the world, write
great things, love beautiful women. He seeks the fountain of aspirations where he might
hold his empty decanter. He has not yet reached the age that Cleveland poet depicts in
"Old Men":
Unlike the young they have learned
That life is not always sweet,
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That ambition and accomplishment
Seldom meet.
Winesburg, Ohio concludes on a railroad platform, with George Willard heading off the
big city, looking at his hometown as a background on which to hang the dreams of his
manhood. We don't know what becomes of George Willard. He might've returned home,
living the words of George Moore: "A man travels the world over in search of what he
needs, and returns home to find it." After all, only a fool persists in thinking he can get
close enough to the horizon to plant a flag in it.
Small town people forget that city dwellers are often more provincial because they are in
awe of no one and no place. Big cities are nothing but compartmentalized neighborhoods.
E.B. White wrote that "people from villages and small towns, people accustomed to the
convenience and friendliness of neighborhood over-the-fence living, are unaware that life
in New York follows the neighborhood pattern."
New York has changed since E.B. White's day, but his observations on urban life ring
true enough. When the May Company announced last year that it would close its huge
downtown Cleveland store, Richard Osborne, editor of Corporate Cleveland magazine,
lamented the passing of other business, some born locally, such as Higbee's, Halle's,
Sterling's, Richman's, Sohio, Hough Bakeries and the old Cleveland Trust. "Businesses
are truly successful not merely when they make money, but when they make memories,
too," Osborne wrote. "And then they expand the community's definition of itself. The
names belonged to us uniquely--which of course may be one of the reasons they are gone.
But while we had them, they gave our town a flavor and texture all its own. And they
made us proud."
I feel a pang when I pass the corner building that was a candy store when I was growing
up. It was run by an old English couple named Burgess who sold penny root beer barrels
and Popsicles. Shopping there between 5 and 6 pm meant you interrupted their dinner.
This contributed to the flavor and texture of my neighborhood in a way in which a Dairy
Mart never could.
So no matter where we go, we will always be somewhere else unless we come to fully
know that flavor and texture that is the town's very own. Transients, despite whatever
worldliness they gain, will never know a town so well.
When my nephew was ten, I showed him an old doorstep in the one-block business
district of our little hometown. In the early 1900s, this stoop led into an ice cream parlor.
Long ago, a mason had laid the colored tile on the stoops to read "Ice Cream and Candy."
My nephew hadn't noticed the words before. Few people do anymore. The ice cream and
candy store had been replaced seventy years before. On our next walk, he stopped and
showed the tiled words of the long ago confection store to one of his buddies. Together
they shared a slice of history about their town and I put no small value on that knowledge.
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That nephew is part of the fourth generation to live in our hometown since his greatgrandfather came from Italy around 1900. He is the fourth to carry our surname. So when
our name is mentioned, it resounds with local history. My nephew is part of a continuing
chain, a continuity. The sidewalk he treads was trodden by his immigrant greatgrandfather, his grandfather and his father. And now, him. He might feel good, being part
of something, a link in the chain. On the other hand, he might feel the sentiment of Paul
Simon: "In my little town, I never meant nothing, I was just my father's son," and a desire
to break the chain. After all, his great-grandfather broke a much longer chain.
Shortly after graduating from college, I just up and quit my radio job in Youngstown to
move to New England, not for another job or school, but just to go, to live near the sea. It
was my first time living outside of Ohio. But now I realize that it wasn't by any means my
first journey. I had already been traveling a long time. As a boy, nestled in my bedroom, I
would read, book after book. The railroad trains roared through the village at night, but it
was the quiet turning of the page that sent me far afield. To commune with authors across
a vast space has turned out to be even more important than actual travel because it taught
me to venture always and everywhere, to make a journey of watching a bird feed its
young or a spider spin its web or showing an old stoop to a young boy.
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ESSAYS
Going Places, Who Knows Where
by Mark Morelli, Vincent Brothers Review, 2002
I am drawn to both the sea and the river but they both move my mind and
heart in different ways.
The sea is like a cat. It comes in. It goes out. It comes in. It goes out.
The sea has a day job. The sea is a commuter. The sea goes out early but is
home for supper. The sea is Willy Loman.
The river is linear. On occasion it may gush and overflow, but it has
direction. It is going places. It is on to bigger things. The River is Willy
Loman's brother, Ben. It passes by once in a lifetime and never returns.
"What do you mean, the river never returns? The river is always there!"
That is an illusion. Throw a stick into the river and it floats away, gone
forever. But the sea is also a dog. Throw a stick into the sea and the sea
will fetch it and bring it back to you.
Portsmouth, New Hampshire. Its very name connotes two things: Manmade industry, the port. And the entrance to a larger body of water. The
mouth of the Piscataqua River in Portsmouth empties into the nearby
Atlantic Ocean. When I lived in this beautiful New England town, I spent
many hours at the pier in Prescott Park on the edge of the Strawberry
Banke, where the first white settlers lived.
Once I stood there for an hour and watched walruses folic in the river.
Walruses are sea mammals. They looked like they'd be more at home in
stiller, lolling waters where they could languish instead of here at a busy
part of the Piscataqua River where the bridge raised and lower when boats
came through, where lobstermen and their boats sliced through the water
each day as if it were an interstate highway. Here it was a salt water river,
the Saint Peter's gate of the Piscataqua. It was just miles away from its
final destination, the Atlantic, and for all I knew the walruses -- like the
dolphins men imagined to be mermaids -- were the angels that took the
spirit of the river and welcomed it to the world of the sea.
I believe this might be so because the river and the sea are different.
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In bitter winters I spent as many hours as I could walking along that New
England coastline. The frigid weather and the vastness of the sea joined
with the countless stars in the black sky to form Weather, Water and Sky,
a ghostly trinity of natural force that enveloped me, intimated me, and at
the same time, delighted me with its ring-around-the-rosy enchantment.
The Cold, the Water and the Stars blessed me with the awesome gift of
smallness, giving me the recognition that hit TV shows and magazine
covers mean nothing more in the big picture than a butterfly's last breath
means to you and me.
Hemingway's Old Man faced the sea as the final challenge. Twain's Huck
took to his river for freedom. In Viking burials, the dead are shoved out
adrift and aflame at sea. It is the end. But the River churns grist mills. The
River makes bread. The River doesn't join hands with any other great
ghosts. Unlike the sea, the river does not cleanse or humble me. The River
does not make me feel small. I haven't spent a lot of time looking at rivers
in natural surroundings. So rivers remind me of human history. Suspension
bridges and smokestacks. Skylines and tunnel entrances. Docks and
shipping ports. If the riverfront industry is long dead, then I see the turned
up collars of vagrants and all the other monkey business that keeps the
waterfronts busy with unmarked cars and clandestine package drops.
Cities and factories. Restaurants and marinas. Instead of million-milesaway stars twinkling over a black sea. I see winking headlights of cars
where couples go parking.
When my daughters were seven and three, I decided it was time to give
them the gift of the Cuyahoga River, the river that runs through Cuyahoga
Falls, Ohio. After a year living here my girls still hadn't come face to face
with any wild stretch of the river. I wanted them to feel the energy of the
body of water for which their town was named.
We drove down a winding road to a park, hiked on the path till it took us
to a part of the river where no homes or other buildings could be seen.
Other than one old fellow across the river with a pole and line and two
kayakers who passed by, we were alone with the Cuyahoga River.
"We're here," I said, gathering stones.
"To do what? What?" they asked about the loud gushing river.
"This." I pitched stones across the surface.
A half hour later they were still whipping stones across the water. I made
them little piles of stones. None of us spoke. The older one mimicked my
sidearm toss and got the hang of it. The little one tossed branches in just to
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watch them float away.
"There goes another one of my boats," she said.
"Those sticks will float all the way to Cleveland and to Lake Erie," I said.
"And who knows where after that!"
"Cool!" said the older one, tossing in a big branch that bobbed in the
water before setting course in the current. She was just grasping the fact
that it was gone, never to be seen again. I could see her imagining that she
touched something that was now going somewhere, but who knows where.
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FEATURES
Manufacturers End Up Developers
Four execs build Sharon Center after fruitless search for space
by Mark Morelli, Crain's Cleveland Business
They didn't want to be real estate developers. It just turned out that
way for David Given, David Heidenreich, Leif Hansen and Ron
Sattler.
The four manufacturing company executives own Sharon Center, a
booming industrial park in Sharon Township farm country that was
born almost by accident.
"Things went so well, it's almost scary," said Mr. Sattler, owner of
Sattler Machine Co., which makes custom machines and machine
parts.
Back in 1989, Mr. Sattler and his real estate partners were looking
for space in which to expand their respective companies, which
were in Copley. They were having difficulty in finding the
industrially-zoned land.
So the four found property on State Route 94, obtained the proper
zoning and eventually created an 86-acre corporate park. The park
includes 13 industrial lots, which range in size from one to 15
acres; three lots remain up for sale. About 200 employees work in
the park.
For novice real estate developers, the partners did well in creating
Sharon Center. In 1989, they received a 15-year tax abatement
package, which includes 100% abasement on real estate taxes for
the first 10 years, and taxes phased in gradually over the remaining
five years. The owners say they've also benefited from low utility
rates in Wadsworth, which has a community-owned power
company.
"Two plastics companies liked the lure of the more affordable
utilities even more than the tax abatement," said Mr. Sattler,
referring to some of the park's businesses.
Mr. Heidenreich, owner of Power Transmission Industries, which
makes industrial torque limiters, said the park has enabled his
business to grow.
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"We couldn't have seen the growth we've seen had we stayed in our
old facilities," he said. "We had two facilities, which made
communication difficult. Now, we're all in one building."
The park also includes Ohio Brake & Clutch, which makes
transmission and electric motors. Mr. Hansen, president of the
company, said he's surprised and happy about how well the park
has done.
"When you invest in such a thing, you run a risk, and you hope to
break even," Mr. Hansen said. "But this venture proved better than
we expected." Mr. Given also is a partner in Ohio Brake & Clutch.
Mr. Sattler said the partners originally expected opposition to an
industrial park from nearby residents. But it didn't materialize
because of the tight restrictions that the owners place on occupants
of the park.
The park insists that all businesses blend architecturally and
structurally with the rural setting. The park is landscaped, and the
raising of glass towers is prohibited.
The park's owners also have donated 20 acres to the township for
community recreation. A soccer field and baseball diamond have
been built so far. And there's a bed and breakfast nearby for visitors
to the park's businesses, which curtails the need for hotel
construction.
Mr. Sattler said the atmosphere is good for his employees' morale.
"It has changed productivity, very much so," he said.
Other businesses in the park, which are not owned by the partners,
include Sharon Mold, Partnership in Plastics, Universal Mold,
Laurel Industries, and S.M.R. Technologies.
Mr. Sattler said the park has met his expectations, which were
different from those of normal real estate developers.
"We weren't out to maximize the use of the land," he said. "We
want homes for our businesses. This is our home during the day."
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FEATURES
Umpires only as good as their last game
by Mark Morelli, Balls & Strikes, 1998
Editor's note: William Sferra was recently appointed commissioner
of the Mahoning County Amateur Softball Association in
Youngstown, Ohio.
William Sferra assigns umpires. If he didn't do that, he might have
been a show business agent. There are similarities, he says. "To
bring along your talent, you must be sure they are prepared for
challenging performances, and most of all, you must keep their
egos in check."
Games aren't equal, he says, and neither are umpires. Assigning
games is more than just matching names to ball fields. There is a
psychology in juggling the umpires' egos and talents.
Sferra, an umpire for twenty years and an assigner for four, says
assigning is difficult but delightful. He loves sports and assigning
keeps him involved in both scholastic and community leagues. An
assigner must keep league directors, coaches and players satisfied
with qualified officials.
37 Messages on the Machine
During the school year, Sferra assigns for 12 high schools. Each
has varsity and junior varsity baseball and softball squads for both
boys and girls. This totals 48 individual schedules. During the
summer, he schedules for more than 30 leagues ranging from Little
League, 12-under, to the high-powered 18-under boys class B
league, which is regarded as one of the most talented in the region,
a league so competitive it has produced national champions or
runners-up three times in the past decade.

This keeps Sferra on his toes. (Once he left his home for a few
hours and, upon his return, he found 37 messages on his answering
machine, all concerning that afternoon's games.)
He thrives on this schedule. And he pays close attention to his
ever-changing pool of talent. He tries to bring along promising
young umpires and at the same time keep reliable veterans
satisfied.
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"Everybody needs an opportunity," he said. "Umpire organizations
should be based on individual ability, not seniority."
Keeping Egos in Check
It takes a year or so for him to judge the abilities of a new umpire.
Sferrra calls it a constant trial and error. He experiments with
human ability. Sferra says his young umpires often feel anxious
and restrained, but he tells them, "Judge me at the end of the
season." In four years, no one has ever called him unfair. "Yet," he
laughs.
The young ones want to move up faster than they should. "They get
impatient with me, but I have to keep egos in check." Sferra tells of
one young umpire he had to hold back because he was cocky.
Sferra believes that this fine young talent might have been
undermined by a big ego that wanted to take on big, important
games. So Sferra brought him along slowly. Now the young umpire
has reached his goals -- at Sferra's pace. Sferra now considers the
young man ready for a long, well-paced career as an umpire.
An assigner must not only hold back promising but brash umpires,
but push ahead some of the promising but timid ones.
A Shove into the Arena
"You can't wait until an umpire is more than ready. Timing is
crucial and one shy kid I know needed a shove into the arena."
This young umpire performed extremely well in high school
games, so Sferra moved him up to class B. the umpire was
unprepared, not for the games, but for the rough reactions from
players, coaches and fans. He wasn't ready for the catcalls. He
didn't know how to take control. Trembling, he asked Sferra not to
schedule him in Class B, but Sferra saw beyond the jitters. Firmly,
courteously, and with a few strategic tips, he pushed the young
umpire back into Class B.
"A year later he was one of the most respected umpires in the
league," Sferra notes.
Coach, Diplomat
While working with younger umpires, Sferra is like a coach. With
older ones, he's a diplomat.
"Some of the vets who I've been working with for years push me
hard for more challenging assignments. It's tough to say no,
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especially after they've been so reliable over the years, helping me
out, taking games in a pinch. But they're not all ready for
challenging games. They've reaches their plateau. I don't want the
ump to get into a game that's over his head, but sometimes that's
the best way for them to learn."
Sometimes there are fickle personality conflicts. An umpire might
have made a bad call years before that a coach will still hold a
grudge and request that this umpire never again officiate for his
team. To satisfy all parties, Sferra might honor the coach's wish
and explain it to the umpire in a way that doesn't deflate the
umpire's confidence.
"I'll say he's needed elsewhere, that the coaches are tough
someplace else, that they eat up umps. I say that I need someone
who's tough and reassign this veteran umpire."
Once Sferra received a call from an irate coach complaining about
a longtime umpire. Sferra knew the complaint was valid, but he
also knew why.
"The umpire was going through some messy personal problems.
that's no excuse for a bad performance, but it's a reason, and it's
better to know the clear picture than to judge blindly."
Sferra never told the umpire about the complaint. He gave him new
assignments and said, "I don't want you to get too complacent
officiating the same teams over and over." Sferra rechanneled the
troubled umpire's energy to a new playing area. His performance
improved.
"If anyone is thrown out, I want to know.”
But complaints aren't just manipulated or swept under the rug.
Sferra keeps a logbook of all official complaints.
"If anyone is thrown out, I want to know. If a coach complains too
much, then I know the coach is the problem. If everyone is crying
about the ump, then I've got a problem umpire on my hands. Any
umpire can be a dictator. That's easy. But it's an art to control
games and keep everyone playing and satisfied. If an ump throws
out too many players, the ump is the problem."
Call him a Talent Manager. Or a Coach. Or a Choir Director or
Symphony Conductor. Call him at the risk of being put on hold, for
Sferra is in charge of 80 umpires, all with different goals, egos and
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abilities. And he wants to keep them satisfied, confident and
performing well.
Sferra has a heart, but his standards are high. "Just like a player
doesn't like to make an error, an ump doesn't like to miss a call.
But an umpire is only as good as his last game."
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NEWSPAPER COLUMN
Kieselbach Helps the Dying Get to the
Next World
by Mark Morelli, from "Portage Volunteers: People Helping
People" column, Record Courier daily newspaper
Tennyson wrote, "God's finger touched him, and he slept."
But death is not always so simple and poetic. Often, for every life
taken, there is an equally heavy toll on those left behind who took
care of the terminally ill loved one.
Such people, called caregivers, are given assistance by the Portage
County Hospice, a volunteer group functioning through the
Visiting Nurse Association chapters of Ravenna and Kent.
Millie Kieselbach of Kent has been the hospice volunteer
coordinator since the group's inception in 1983. She adjusts the
schedules of 26 volunteers who donate four hours a week in the
homes of the terminally ill.
Hospice volunteers do whatever is needed. They talk to the sick.
We ask the patients about anything -- sports, books, politics -reassure many of them that their minds are still strong."
Mrs. Kieselbach said that while terminally ill people are usually
bedridden, what is worth is that the healthy caregivers also become
trapped and housebound, and they desperately need breaks that
hospice volunteers can provide.
"Volunteers have driven to pick up prescriptions, thereby saving
the mailing time," she said. "Volunteers have driven blood to be
tested in a lab, or have provided rides to those who can't drive."
"It's just whatever the need might be and we provide it the best we
can," said Mrs. Kieselbach.
Mrs. Kieselbach said it takes a special persona to become a hospice
volunteer, because death is a delicate subject.
"Yes, there's sadness when someone is dying," she said. "But the
beautiful part is you're getting someone through it, helping a family
stay together and rested enough so they can provide a comfortable
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home environment for the patient."
Volunteers are required to finish 18 hours of training. But Mrs.
Kieselbach, who retired in 1981 from a long career in social work,
said the most important criteria comes with the volunteer before
any training begins.
"In order to do this, you must have a good understanding that we
are mortal," she said. "It takes a wonderful, caring spirit."
"We also do bereavement follow-up with families after the death of
a loved one," she said.
Mrs. Kieselbach urges anyone who wants to be a hospice volunteer
to find out more by calling 673-8902. A new hospice program
volunteer training program begins October 19 and will last six
Saturdays, ending November 23.
Through the efforts of Millie Kieselbach and the Portage County
Hospice Volunteers, so many families are given comfort.
"You come into the world alone and you go out alone. Our job is to
them get to the next world," she said.
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NEWSPAPER COLUMN
Bartuneks Giving the Gift of Words
by Mark Morelli, from "Portage Volunteers: People Helping
People" column, Record Courier daily newspaper
Imagine if this article looked to you like nothing more than a bunch
of ants crawling across the page.
To many adults in Portage County, the letters of the alphabet that
fill these pages have no meaning. But a Garrettsville couple who
have spent their lives teaching reverence for words and ideas now
help kick down the barrier to literacy.
The Rev. Edward Bartunek and his wife, Winifred, of Garrettsville
spend a few hours each week at a table at the nearby public library
tutoring adults who want to learn how to read.
They are part of the Portage County Literacy Coalition, which
promotes basic literacy skills through tutoring and workbooks.
Illiterate adults are not stupid. In fact, they way they “sneak by” in
a world of signs and written directions is extremely clever.
“Adults who can’t read are very resourceful,” said Mrs. Bartunek,
who began tutoring 50 years ago, before a long career teaching
English and Latin. “For instance, at a restaurant, they’ll say ‘that
looks good, I’ll have the same.’ They won’t have to look at the
menu. But it’s a lie. You assume something about them that’s not
true.”
Illiteracy also can be dangerous, she said.
Misreading labels and medical directions, for instance, make
illiteracy a sort of Russian roulette.
And knowing how to read means more than just being able to
enjoy books.
“We have exercises in the use of telephone books, reading a
newspaper and then drawing conclusions about what might be in
the article,” Winifred said. “Everyday things.”
The Rev. Bartunek, a Hiram Christian Church minister who retired
in 1986, learns as much as his students do.
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One of his pupils is an auto enthusiast. Bartunek would assign him
articles in road and track magazines to read. The student would
report on the article, proving his new reading skills and at the same
time, teaching Bartunek about cars.
Such memories make volunteering worthwhile.
Mrs. Bartunek recalls tutoring a man whose first original writing
was a heartfelt letter of condolence, words expressed from the
heart.
She also remembers the dedication of a man who worked all day
and skipped his evening meal in order to make it on time to his
tutoring session.
Perhaps someday one of their memories will be the time when one
of their students approaches the Bartuneks and says, “I read the
article about you in the paper.”
For more information, call 292-2892.
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COMMUNITY JOURNALISM
Retiring After a Half-Century Broadcast
Career, Finan Still Has Plenty Left to Say
by Mark Morelli, Focus, 2004
At age 77, WNIR's Joe Finan will soon sign off the air after a
broadcasting career spanning more than 50 years. But once the
microphone at WNIR is turned off, another communications tool
will be turned on. His computer.
He's writing a book. Finan promises it will be a revealing, firsthand
observation of the post-World War II media age.
He should know. He lived it.
After a stint in the U.S. Navy at the very tail end of World War II,
the Butler, PA native studied acting at Carnegie Mellon. He did
summer stock, was part of a touring children's theater group and
eventually wound up living the starving artist's life in New York
City. (Starving is no exaggeration. He drank vinegar to shrink his
stomach. Less food to buy.)
In New York, some of Finan's best acting was pretending to enjoy
the horrible droning poetry of a downstairs neighbor. "My
roommate and I would let him come up and recite poetry to us if he
brought a bottle. When the bourbon was gone, we sent him home,"
he says.
Finan auditioned to many shows, including a tryout to be in the
road company to South Pacific. No luck. An old friend whose
family owned WISR in Butler, invited Joe to come back home to
work at the station. Finan -- tired of rejection and vinegar -accepted eagerly.
At WISR, Joe Finan did everything. Everything. Finan recalls how
his steelworker father saw him washing windows at the radio
station. "Some big star!" said the elder Finan.
While polishing windows, he also polished his radio patter. This
led to more job offers. Within two years he hit the big time -WTAM in Cleveland. Still in his mid-twenties, Finan was a hot
young radio deejay and a famous TV weatherman.
"The night life and success came fast," says Finan. "Too fast."
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Night life notwithstanding, Finan experienced Cleveland's heyday
when broadcasters were pop star kingmakers. He met many stars
including Frankie Lymon and the Teenagers, singer Johnnie Ray,
Bo Diddley and Della Reese, to name a few.
His memoirs will tell more, Finan says, including the sad chapter
in American pop music industry when music industry managers
cheated fortunes out of black performers who brought R&B and
rock & roll to mass audiences.
Finan has another great story to tell. Today, radio talk show
stations are dime a dozen. Finan started the third radio talk show in
the nation, WTLN in Denver, in 1962. As a talk show pioneer,
Finan valued intellect. "I hired no experienced broadcasters" he
said. "I looked for good conversationalists. They came from
academe and elsewhere -- but not from broadcasting."
Finan returned to Cleveland and for the past 18 years has hosted a
call-in show on WNIR-FM, the "talk of Akron." WNIR is one of
America's last independently-owned broadcast stations. That's
perfect for an independent spirit like Finan.
"They don't tell me what to say," Finan asserts. "But believe me,
some of my callers do," he adds. "There's one nice old lady who
calls to give me hell every time I get worked up."
Finan is a proud, well-read liberal. He is secure enough to express
his deep admiration of Nancy Reagan's love for her husband while
still railing against right wing policies. For months, callers of all
political stripes have been calling to say thanks -- and goodbye.
"That makes it worthwhile," Finan says. "All the thanks they've
been giving me."
He's retiring as soon as WNIR can find a replacement.
Management tried an "Akron Idol" contest, giving amateurs on-air
auditions. Bill Klaus still can't decide who will replace Finan -- as
if anyone can.
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COMMUNITY JOURNALISM
Business grows at Haymarket Market -Rain or Shine
by Mark Morelli, Portage Penny Press
The only music that buyers hear as they browse through these
aisles is the rumble of a freight train below.
The only misting on the vegetables--and the buyers and sellers-comes from the sky.
On Saturday mornings, the farmers come to town, to this lot on
Franklin Avenue in downtown Kent. They set up tables and lower
the backs of their pickup trucks and sell vegetables so fresh that
some were picked from the soil that very morning.
The Haymaker Market, only a few weeks old, was the brainchild of
Rick Hawksley, a Kent architect and Fritz Seefeldt, a
massotherapist from Brimfield.
"I don't believe this has ever been done," said Seefeldt as he
sauntered from booth to booth with a clipboard. "I've spoken to
people who have lived here for 30 or 40 years, and they do not
remember a farmers market."
The use of the lot is donated by Bob Lindsey, who owns Lindsey's
Bar across the street. Seefeldt said the market is designed to put
profit back in the hands of the growers.
"I have no interest in this except to see a market," Seefeldt said. "I
want to see downtown busier."
John Vechary, a produce grower from Mantua, is one of the
handful of growers who sets up shop each Saturday.
"It's great," he said. "Wholesalers buy our produce and pay us 50
percent of its value. They haul it away, keep it for a day, then they
bring it back to your neighborhood store and before you know it,
it's a week old."
Vechary smiled through his beard and squeezed the stem of a
radish. "Hear that cracking? Now that's fresh!"
Vechary, with the help of his youngest daughter, Martha, had no
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trouble hawking their healthy wares as the morning air misted their
table of dill weed, onions and radishes.
"Radishes like this kind of weather we've been having," Vechary
said. "But it hasn't done my hair very well."
A customer picking a patch of aromatic dill said to the curly-haired
farmer, "I'm glad something likes all this rain."
Seefeldt said a downtown market can make it. He contends that the
Sparkle Market on Depeyster Street closed not because of poor
business, but because the owners retired.
The approaching groundbreaking for the mall on the outskirts of
town sped up the idea, said Seefeldt's wife, Joann Jones.
She said her husband and Rick Hawksley wanted to find something
to keep the proposed mall from sucking away the spirit of
downtown retail and to encourage enterprise that flies in the face of
hectic, mall-oriented business.
And what the farm market teaches is that some things, can't be
rushed to ripen or coaxed to wait.
Corn, for instance.
Don Etling of Mantua watched the neatly stacked sweet corn on his
truck bed slowly get picked over in disarray then sold.
"There's no other place around to sell our farm produce except
Aurora Farms," he said. "Corn is best when sold freshly picked.
The sugar content is better when it's sold the same day it's picked."
The day when local farmers could sell their produce directly to
local groceries is gone, Etling said. Corporate-owned supermarkets
ship only from their warehouse. Are farmers would, for example,
have to haul their produce to a regional warehouse as far away as
Pittsburgh, only to have the fruits and vegetables shipped back to
markets here some days later.
A local farmers market provides buyers and sellers the most direct
route from field to table.
"People want to buy fresh produce," Seefeldt said, "and you can't
get fresher than this."
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The market will continue through early October.
Interested produce growers should call Seefeldt at 678-5748 or
Hawksley at 678-8635.
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SPIRITUAL
It Is a Privilege to Show Kindness
by Mark Morelli, Liguorian
I had just begun my job as a reporter at a small newspaper located
in the county seat. At lunch, the town's simple restaurants buzzed
with clerks, attorneys, politicians, a few reporters, and
townspeople. It was the kind of community in which a farmer
called the judge by his first name because they had played ball
together in high school.
At the Bar Ten diner, a frail old man sat on a stool at the counter.
Jerry, the restaurant owner and bartender, leaned toward him. "You
want the special, Charlie?" The old man mumbled something. Jerry
understood. "Okay, Charlie, the ham plate it is." A few minutes
later Jerry set a plate of Salisbury steak before Charlie. Charlie
looked at his plate, puzzled.
"What's wrong, Charlie?"
"I...I...wanted ham."
Jerry sighed, wiping his hands on a towel, trying to decide what to
do. The tables were filling quickly. "Charlie, why don't you just eat
this anyway. It's a good special." Then he cut Charlie's meat into
bite sizes. "There you go, buddy. You eat this and it'll save Nancy
from cooking up another lunch." Charlie shrugged and said, "Okay.
Nancy's busier 'n me."
A few days later in the office, I stepped out of my cubicle to find
Charlie, clad in worn slippers and loose-fitting plaid pajamas,
standing in the hallway. He spotted my notebook and grinned
mischievously. "Do you want to interview me?"
What kind of office is this? A reporter walked by. "Hello, Charlie,"
he said. Another passed and said nothing. The sight of Charlie
standing in the hallway dressed in his pajamas wasn't news.
I asked around. An old-timer at the paper leaned back in his chair
and smiled. "Oh, you don't know about Charlie? He was a janitor
here at the newspaper for a long time. Started right after the war, I
think. He retired, but he couldn't stay a stranger very long. He'd
come by once a week, grab a cup of coffee, say hi. Stand over our
shoulders and backseat drive while we wrote. Then he'd snitch the
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morning paper and head out. Always left the room singing 'My
Wild Irish Rose.' His wife got sick and died, and he just got too old
to drive. They never had any kids, so he moved next door. He
hangs around town. A sad soul. Not his old self. Except when he
comes here."
In the distance we could hear a raspy "the sweetest flower that
grows..." going out the door.
Next door was a county-run boarding house, assisted living meets
an old downtown hotel. Charlie often eluded those who helped him
get dressed each morning and he ate lunch at the Bar Ten every
day. My employer, the well-heeled publisher of his family-owned
newspaper chain, often sat on the stool next to Charlie's. They
frequently ordered the same lunch special and talked quietly
together.
We are a nation of proud, hardworking people, but over the years we have become less
certain. Industries collapse, businesses close, jobs vanish. We fear that we will be
rendered useless in a society that worships vigor and productivity. We feel an empathetic
pang like when, in Death of a Salesman, Willie Loman is fired after decades of service to
his firm. He cries out, "A man is not a piece of fruit!" No one should be disposed of like
rind. Too often, however, we discard the rind without seeing how much fruit is left to be
tasted. And the taste may be in the satisfaction of continuing to care for those we
mistakenly think is useless. Those like Charlie, who can no longer push a broom, remind
us why we are here and why we have hearts. The Charlies in our midst give us the
privilege, and it is a privilege, of living a benevolent life.
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SPIRITUAL
A Rescue at Sea
By Mark Morelli, The Net Worker, 1996
They had been adrift on that flimsy boat in the South China Sea for
many days, too many to even guess. Some died. They were starving
and parched. Boats passed them by, ignoring their cries for help.
There were sixty-three boat people trying to escape cruelty, who
had five hundred to a thousand dollars for boat passage out of Viet
Nam. They now faced the ultimate cruelty of being stranded to die
at sea.
Then they came within sight of another boat. With their last gasps
of energy, under the baking sun, they cried for help.
“Help us!”
“Help me!”
“We will all die!”
These were the words written down in the deck logbook of the
M/V Rover, manned by the Seafarers in the Government Service
Division, after rescuing the refugees. River Edge native and Sat.
Peter the Apostle parishioner Mike Meany, the chief cook,
prepared the gentle foods that the refugees slowly put into their
raw, scorched stomachs.
This was just over ten years ago. The story could end there and still
be a happy one.
Thai Minh-Tran, a 26-year-old Vietnamese seminarian, was glad to
be alive. But Thai, who had no friends or relatives in the states to
sponsor him, would have difficulty entering the United States.
Until he was befriended by the man who had prepared the food that
brought him back to life. With that friendship, Mike Meany put
into practice every good homily lesson he’d ever heard. And he
pledged not only his own, but the friendship of his family in River
Edge.
Mike’s father, Dr. John Meany, states how Thai Minh-Tran found
a home here. “I contacted Catholic Social Services in Newark.
There, Mrs. O’Donnell helped us fill out some application papers
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but was very pessimistic about our chances of getting Thai over to
the USA.” Dr. Meany contacted a priest in Gretna, Louisiana who
had been one of Thai’s teachers in Vietnam. This priest enlisted the
aid of his order, the Blessed Sacred Congregation. There, Thai
began again his seminary studies in a new language and new
culture.
Dr. Meany tells how his son helped Thai learn about this country.
“Mike went to Gretna and took Thai for quite a tour of the U.S. –
Houston, Los Angeles, San José, San Francisco, Reno, Chicago,
Cleveland and finally he spent a few days with us in River Edge.”
On April 16, 1994, Dr. Meany and Mike attended Thai’s ordination
at Corpus Christi Church in Houston.
There, Thai gave back to Mike the bread of life.
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REVIEWS
Misadventures in the Counter-Culture
By Mark Morelli, The Cleveland Free Times 1994
If I were in charge of publicity for Simon & Schuster, I'd send a
Winston Churchill look-alike out to bookstores saying, "Never
have so many owed so much to...Paul Krassner."
The Realist, a sharp satirical newspaper that Krassner first
published in 1958, made the way for future underground papers, as
well as Laugh-In, National Lampoon, Doonesbury, Saturday Night
Live, Spy, Harry Shearer, and those thousands of cocky little selfpublished journals called 'zines. With comedy clubs, morning
radio, dozens of cable stations, and office wise guys, there is so
much humor out there it isn't funny. Krassner, along with the likes
of Mort Sahl, Lenny Bruce and Shel Silverstein, was at the root of
this scabrous new humor. Krassner has chronicled his riotous life
and career in Confessions of a Raving, Unconfined Nut (Simon &
Schuster.)
Among other things, it's an insider's look at the radical '60s.
Krassner examines the decade not as one of its own celebrated
youth (he was born in 1933) but as one of their playful older
brothers who, doing things backwards, tagged along with the
younger ones. He left college just three credits short of graduation
and for years hung around New York's leftist fringe, writing and
editing for liberal rags. But Krassner, who didn't drink, smoke or
even take aspirin, opened up to a society that was rejecting old
mores. His "firsts" are hilarious. He lost his virginity in the lobby
of Mad magazine's offices. His first recreational drug use was LSD
(his mother warned him that it might lead to pot.) He examines the
widespread introduction of drugs to American culture in his
chapter "My Acid Trip with Groucho Marx." (Groucho acted out
songs from the musical Fanny.) Krassner echoes the hopes at the
time that psychedelic drugs would eliminate psychoses.
There is a wistful buoyancy to America's "turning on" in the '60s.
Those first joints and trips for the baby boom generation must
smack as nostalgic as sitting under the Andrews sisters' apple tree
does for their parents. "I especially enjoyed tripping while being
interviewed on TV," Krassner writes. "From a pot brownie for
Mike Douglas to magic mushrooms for Tom Snyder. But those
were the mid-'60s, joyfully devoid of crime and crack.
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As they get older, satirists often tired of lampooning the world
around them because the world actually one-ups them in madness.
Late in his long career, Marx Brothers-era humorist S.J. Perelman
found it more difficult to unravel a world that was unraveling like
crazy on its own.
So try to imagine a less unraveled America of not-so-long ago
where Paul Krassner tried to publish an article, excerpted from
William Manchester's research that was never included in his book
Death of a President, called "The Parts Left Out of the Kennedy
Book." Part investigation, part bawdy and repulsive satire, it took
months to find a willing printer to send it to press. It was finally
published in May, 1967, nearly four years after JFK's assassination.
Krassner never did and still doesn't claim association to any party
or faith. "Humor was my religion . . . thou shalt not take thyself too
goddamned seriously." Part commentator, part vaudevillian, he
conceived a FUCK COMMUNISM poster to confuse
conservatives by simultaneously appealing to and offending them.
This make me moon nostalgic for the time when profanity packed a
punch, when it wasn't so prevalent as to be monotonous.
Other chapters examine Lenny Bruce, whose brushes with
indecency seem quaint in today's world of shock radio, gangsta rap,
and cable TV. Another, the rise and fall of the Yippie empire and
Krassner's involvement with the Chicago 8: At their 1970
conspiracy to riot trial, he dropped acid and remembers that Judge
Julius Hoffman "looked exactly like Elmer Fudd."
Plopped in the middle of this political autobiography is a loving
tribute to his daughter Holly, who grew up knee-high to Timothy
Leary and Abbie Hoffman. Ever her father's daughter, she impishly
once thought that Hare Krishnas were singing her name ("Holly
Krassner! Holly Krassner!") Krassner's humor is libertarian and
he'd rather offend than censor. "Irreverence was my only sacred
crow." In short, he'd go for anything and try to pass it off as satire.
But he did object to Abbie Hoffman's irresponsible Yippie slogan
"Kill Your Parents." In this most warm chapter about his daughter,
you know why. It is always a sweet touchstone in autobiographies
when the subjects steps down from their place in history and talk
about their children.
Krassner stopped publishing The Realist in 1974. He was less
interested in being funny than in researching conspiracies. He is an
avowed Kennedy assassination conspiracy nut. Speaking of nut, the
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title of the book comes from a poison pen letter written by an FBI
agent who wanted it to ostensibly be a "reader" to Life magazine,
who had just profiled Krassner. In 1985, he began to publish The
Realist again following a stint as publisher of Larry Flynt's Hustler
and other projects. Today, he's in demand a stand-up
comic/commentator, still in the pasture, nudging past competitors
both dull and sharp, tipping over sacred cows.
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REVIEW
Review: Leaving Home by Art Buchwald
by Mark Morelli, Cleveland Free Times, 1996
Art Buchwald is well know to America through his satirical
newspaper column. In Leaving Home, he taps into a subject thus
far unexamined: his own bittersweet life.
Buchwald's column is genial, occasionally sharp. So is Leaving
Home, which examines his early life in foster homes, the Marines,
and his postwar early adulthood in California and Paris.
Buchwald grew up in the colorful New York City of the '30s and
'40s, a place where he wandered safely and learned about life. His
mother was in a mental hospital. His father, unlucky in business,
was too busy barely surviving and placed his four children in foster
care. In lieu of a normal childhood, Buchwald made up fanciful
stories about he had been kidnapped from France by a wicked
nanny. A lonely and terribly confused tot, he claims that at a young
age he said, "This stinks. I'm going to become a humorist," and
from that moment on dedicated himself to creating laughter from
sadness.
Which explains why this memoir didn't emerge before. "I only
became introspective about what was going on when I was writing
this book," Buchwald states. But don't worry, it's not unctuous.
Had he been born twenty years later, this might be a Freudian sob
story. Buchwald suffered two major bouts of adult depression. but
Buchwald, without candifying his forlorn youth, is kind. He's
genuinely simple, with a childlike prose style like Kurt Vonnegut's.
He's not urbane like Russell Baker, nor does he plumb
psychological depths like Tobias Wolff, other recent memoirists.
A few years ago, Spy magazine did a vicious number on Buchwald,
whose gentler satire is a sitting duck for such cynics and pleasedwith-themselves poseurs. Buchwald is part of the GI Generation,
shaped by the Depression and war. They sacrificed too much for
America to want to desecrate it. Of extremists, left and right, he
writes, "I was prepared to fight to the death for their right to
believe what they did, but I secretly prayed the would all wind up
with syphilis."
Buchwald considers himself "a child of Franklin Roosevelt," who
sympathizes with the poor and minorities. On being housed by the
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Hebrew Orphan Asylum, he writes: "I guess there is a certain pride
in being in an institution that even George Bush couldn't get into."
He has used humor, not merely to make a living, but to survive a
tale of being foisted on to those who didn't always welcome him.
His story is admirable and humbly told.
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HUMOR
Dr. Death Rides Again
By Mark Morelli, The Realist
Michigan doctor Jack Kevorkian's assistance in more than two dozen suicides has
prompted debate over whether he is playing God. What hasn't been examined, until now,
is Kevorkian's influence on the world of free enterprise.
Marty Formby always wanted to open his own business. Kevorkian's philosophy made
Marty Formby's dream come true. In his business, called The Gambler's God, Formby
utilizes a suicide machine similar to Kevorkian’s -- only Formby's patients aren't sick.
"But they are scared shitless," Formby says. "Used to be, when a guy gambled himself
away up to his eye-teeth, he had to play up or get an insane loan from a shark--then he'd
have that to pay off."
Formby, a former casino card dealer who is just 66 college credits short of a biology
degree, carefully screen people who have bet -- and lost -- much more than they can
afford.
"It's much easier for them to check out peacefully here than to face the other music,
which ain't harps, if you get what I mean."
Formby, whose business thrives in Atlantic City, is looking to lease office space in Las
Vegas and hopes to create a mobile euthanasia unit to provide monthly service for terribly
unlucky gamblers in Reno, and also for those reluctant people dragged along on bus tours
to Branson, Missouri.
Copycat euthanasians consider themselves unofficial branch representatives of
Kevorkian's. But without the infamous doctor's presence, and their own lack of
credentials, they must often rely on gimmicks.
Danny Menning, a Fon du Lac landscaper, used to spend his cold Wisconsin winters
collecting meager unemployment checks and unsuccessfully dealing with his unusually
long bout of grief over the death of Lucille Ball.
"Like others with terminal Lucy grief, I hit lower than bottom. I did a little reading on
how to end it all, found out about this Kevorkian guy, mixed in a little American knowhow, and here I am." He spends half the year operating Breath 'N Death, and claims to
provide better service than Kevorkian himself.
"I have to. Because I don't have a medical degree, I compensate with better prices. And
because I don't have a high school degree, I keep things simple. Plus, I have a sliding
scale."
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Depending on what people can afford, Menning charges up to $5,000 for helping
administer his own painless suicide machine ("It's like jumping a battery"), to as little as
$25 to assist in guiding a plastic grocery bag over the patient's head. Menning saves those
bags for just that purpose -- and throws them in for free.
"This machine don't run on pen light batteries," Menning says. "But I hardly use it. Most
rich people I know is happy, which is also good because happy rich folks like nice lawns.
But when it comes to real despair, where you wish you wasn't born, poor folks is my
mother lode."
The biggest surprise is that the Kevorkian debate caused the tobacco industry to
reconsider its philosophy. now, after insisting for three decades that the Surgeon General
has been wrong, they admit smoking is dangerous and often fatal. Spokesman Tony
Locust said that the tobacco industry has "turned over a new leaf" and will devote its
energy to making the American quality of life better.
And for those whose quality of life is not so good?
The industry has adopted a Kevorkian-like good will policy that provides a better
alternative.
"When we finally decided that smoking was bad," Locust says, "I immediately quit a twopack-a-day habit. Why? I didn't want to kill myself. I've got a good job, a nice home, a
place on the beach, good-looking kids. I've got things to live for." He turns grim. "But not
everyone does. Look at the inner city, where kids are born doomed."
The tobacco industry wants to distribute cigarettes on America's urban playgrounds --the
first year absolutely free. Locust explains: "It doesn't solve the problem, but at least it
initiates the suicide, albeit a slow-motion one, so that once these kids grow up and see the
degradation, the hopelessness, the despair, the imbalanced society that seals them off
from opportunity and makes their life a living hell . . . well, they'll already be dying. That
cough, that speck on the lungs, will be their ticket to Jericho."
But what about those children in the projects who do have loving parents and guidance,
who will overcome the odds, get educations and be productive citizens?
Locust contends that their nicotine addiction will be just another one of the many
challenges they face, challenges they're accustomed to. "Kicking cigarettes will give them
yet another sense of accomplishment. These triumphs only contribute to their selfesteem."
Next in our series: Is Jack Kevorkian obliged to arrange for the kidnapping and assisted
suicide of Pete Townsend, a musician who has gone on record as hoping to die before he
gets old?
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HUMOR
Cracked Lawsuits
Written by Mark Morelli, Illustrated by Randy Jones
Cracked
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HUMOR
Separated at Birth
Contributed by Mark Morelli, Spy magazine
My ideas appeared in both the magazine and later in two book compilations .
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